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Comments Share human gains 1 stat point for each field on 2 levels. Creating a race human character can change the color of the skin? Can hair change? Can it change hair color? Can height change? Can it be changed? Can A Hairdresser Edit Skin Color? Can you edit the hair? Can edit hair color? Yes Yes Yes
General Information About the total formats available 8[1] Famous 8[1] Famous RoshikrilbleBulmaki ChiTienYamchaChiaotzuGrandpa Gohan Videl Videl Eculetta Text Lyth間. Review Character Creation Human players can customize their height/width, skin tone, hairstyle and hair color. Physiology Humans are creatures



based on the flesh that appear with different skin colors. They are seemingly identical to Androids and Saiyans, while in the main form, possessing the same hairstyle and coloring options; The human appearance acts as a foundation that is imitated by many other races, both for games and for RSCs. People's traits have
a decent Ki Max in their transformations. However, it is their drainage (Health Max and Ki Max) in most transformations that make them dubious. NPC increases NPC available? Level Corinne Yes 35 Cami No N/A Guru Yes 100 Nail Transformation Techniques No N/A Unlocked at level 25, for 3000 Zeni. Notes low Ki
drainage. Press G for shape. The earliest form in the game. It gives you a faint and weak red aura. Color Scheme (aura) Statistics Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Damage Melee Resistance Ki Stability Speed +0 +0 +30 +30 +0 +0 +0 +30 Kaioken x4 Unlocked at level 60, for 4000 Zeni. Notes low Ki
drainage. Charge for 0.5 seconds, then press G to transform. It gives you a red aura that is visibly brighter than a normal Kaioken. Color scheme (aura) Statistics Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Mele Melee Resistance Ki Resistance Ki Stability Speed +0 +0 +80 +80 +0 +0 +0 +0 +80 Kaioken x20 Unlocked at level
100, for 8000 Zeni. My notes were minimal. Charge for 1.5 seconds, then press G to transform. It is sometimes used over Mystic due to lower ki sewage, higher melee damage, Ki Damage, and Speed. It gives as much offensive power as Super Saian 3, without protection. It gives you a bright, big red aura. Color Scheme
(aura) Statistical Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Resistance Ki Resistance +0 +0 +155 +155 +155 +0 +0 +0 +0 +155 God Forms Mystic Unlocked at level 165, for 8000 Zeni. Notes Medium-high Ki drainage. Hit H to transform. After the update, go back to the main form when your Ki runs out. Due to people
who have higher baseline form statistics than Sayyan, this form is equal to Super Saiyan 3. It gives you a white aura of electricity constantly moving around you. Color Scheme (aura) Statistical Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Mele Damage Ki Mele Resistance Ki +0 +110 +110 +110 +110 +110 +110 +110 Mystic
Kaioken x10 Unlocked 300, about 50,000 Zeni. Hai Ki's notes. Charge for 0.5 seconds, then press H to transform. 30% healed. Gives you a combined aura of aura and Mystic. Color Scheme (Aura) (Aura) Health Statistics Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Melee Resistance Ki Resistance + 0 +0 +210 +210 +210
+210 +210 +210 God Human Unlocked at Level 350, for 100,000 Zeni. Notes medium-high ki drainage. Charge for 1.5 seconds and press H to transform. Strong transformation, statistically surpassing awakened Namekian. Getting to critical health will kick you out of shape, regardless of the remaining Ki. God Human has
rainbow color aura and hair. On some hairstyles, the hair is red, instead of having a rainbow-turned patterns. 40% healed. Color scheme (hair color, hair dependent) (hair color dependent on hairstyle) (aura) (aura) Health Statistics Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Resistance Ki Resistance Ki Resistance +0 +350
+350 +350 +350 +350 +350 +350 Prestige Forms Kaioken x100 Unlocked at level 325, prestige 1, for 50,00 Zen0. Notes Low Ki Drainage. Charge for 0.5 seconds, then press H to transform. About five times the health leak of Super Saiyan Blue Kaioken x10. Replaces mystic Kaioken x10, but is sometimes used for God
Man. Pink similar to Super Sayan Roche, but a more fierce color of red. Extremely large aura around the shape, which can be very obstructive. Treats 50% of your health and 30% of your Ki Max. Color scheme (aura) Statistics Max Ki Maxee Melee Damage Melee Melee Melee Resistance Ki Resistance +0 +0 +500 +500
+500 +500 +500 +500 dark man Unlocked at level 425, prestige 2, for 400,00 Zeni. Notes Moderate Ki leakage. Hold X for 1.5 seconds, then press H to transform. A little more Ki max than God Man. Replaces mystic Kaioken x10. Changes the color of skin and hair to black. If the Kaioken x100 was purchased before
Mystic Kaioken x10, Dark Man will replace the property God Man instead. Color scheme (hair color, skin color) (Aura) Statistics Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Damage Melich Resistance Ki Resistance Speed +0 +0 +400 +400 +400 +400 +400 +400 +400 Pros various statistics in transformations. This means that
people can choose their own fighting style. It can be built to suit different styles of play due to their swamp/aggressive style of play. The aura of a decent Ki Max. Cons Kaioken x100 can obscure the player's view. It also promotes a riskier/reward style of play due to the expiration of his health, which can put the player at a
disadvantage if not used correctly. Early forms of the kaioken game do not give any licks to the Melee Resistance or Ki Resistance, which can be quite annoying if the player is not prestige. Trivia Non-Prestige Level 500 People Database will be a combined maximum of 2252 points. Added on top of God's man +350 in all
areas, it will be 4,002. The Kaioken x100 has the biggest aura in the game and is the only Kaioken option that gives protection. According to The Dragonball Wiki, Mystic refers to a potential unleash. [2] Between the people in the source material and the game include: Kaioken is a technique created by King Kai that
several warriors get the chance to learn, with Goku being the most remarkable user. In the game, the game, it learns naturally as a racial development of power. Cowken is supposed to be a technique, not a transformation. [3] Since this is a technique, theoretically any capable warrior can learn it (Goku, Sayan,
mastering it). However, only people teach it in the game. Both Mystic and Kaioken boosted the user's hair up, similar to Super Saiyan. Mystic is the earliest human form to give people defense and Kaioken is the only form not to offer a defense boost except for the Kaioken x100. Community content is available under CC-
BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Comments Share This article is about the race that can be played. For NPC, see Frieza. For other purposes, see Friesa. Frieza race gains 1 stat point for each field on 2 levels. Race Frieza character creation can change skin color? No[1] Can hair change? Can't change hair color?
Yes[2] Can it change height? Can't we change that? Without a stylist can edit the color of the skin? Can you edit the hair? Can edit hair color? Without further information, The FriezaCoolerKing ColdFrostChilled Text Lit. Kanji Romaji Frieza Raceザ族 is one of seven competitions available to the player once they start the
game. Review physiology Currently the unclassified race, unanimously called Frieza/Freezer Race, appears as anthropomorphic figures, like many gaming competitions. They do not differ in height or width, and will always remain the same. The remarkable features of the competition include bumpers, which are a
superficial part of their natural body,[6] their horned heads and tail, all of which are a case to be used for each member of the competition. Their transformations dramatically change their characteristics and Bio Suits, including their height and width. Traits with one of the highest levels of pure damage with their crazy Ki
Damage, Frieza Race easily turns into a high-potential race with only Ki Damage. However, its average damage melee and low melee resistance and ki resistance gave the competition a glass-like style similar to Android, making it quite unique compared to other competitions to play in the game. And it's even considered
fun to experiment with. NPC increases NPC available? Level Corinne Yes 35 Kami No N/A Guru Yes 100 Knockout Transformations No N/A Physical Transformations Unlocked at Level 50, for 5000 Zeni. Notes Second form is the first transformation a player can unlock. Moderate Ki Drane Hit G to transform. The second
form increases the size of the player, giving him a taller and more voluminous appearance. On the shoulders are placed pads and chest plate and the player's horns are grown. Finally, a dark blue aura is applied. Color Scheme (aura) Statistics Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Damage Melee Resistance Ki Stability
Speed +0 +0 +30 +60 +30 +30 +30 +30 +30 third form Unlocked at level 100, about 10,000 Notes Third form is the second transformation that a player can unlock. Moderate Ki Drainage. Charge for 0.5 seconds, then press G to transform. As a second form, third form form the size of the player, albeit less than the
second form. The player takes on one of the dramatic changes: their tail grows to its longest, gaining space on the back, which is the same color as their armor shells, their skull is elongated and decorated with horns, and the shoulder pads are more noticeable. As well as the second form, the player receives a dark blue
aura. Color Scheme (aura) Statistics Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Mele Damage Melee Resistance Ki Stability Speed +0 +0 +70 +110 +70 +70 +70 +70 +110 final form unlocked at level 150, for 15000 Zeni. Notes final form is the third transformation that a player can unlock. Medium low ki drainage. Charge for 2
seconds, then press G to transform. Unlike the other two forms of physical transformations and mutated shapes, Final Form has quite clean: The player retains his normal body and tail size, the shells of their armor are less noticeable, and the headge is replaced by a place on his head. All clothes are cut off, leaving only
the player's accessory (or accessories if the player has accessories Wear 2) intact. Again, a dark blue aura is applied. This also gives the player a large number of Ki Max. Color scheme (Aura) Stats Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Damage Melich Resistance Ki Speed +0 +0 +0 +100 +130 +100 +100 +130 Golden
Form Unblocked at level 270, for 50,000 Zeni. Notes The Golden Form is the fourth transformation a player can unlock. High Ki Drain Hit H to transform in transformation, the player is transformed into a shape similar to the Final Form; However, aura, bumper shells, and skin color take on a gilded complexion. Like the
Final Shape, all clothes are washed off, leaving only the accessories intact. Finally, again as the Final Form, the player increases. Color Scheme (Bio Suit) (Bio Suit) (aura) Statistics Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Mele Resistance Ki Stability Speed +0 +0 +160 +300 +160 +160 +160 +250 Perfect gold shape
unlocked at level 350, for 100,000 Zeni. Notes Perfect Golden Form, canonically further as True Golden Frieza,[7] is the fifth and final transformation without prestige that the player can unlock. The minimally low Ki Drain Hit H to be transformed again, the player is transformed into a shape similar to the final shape and
golden shape. However, gilded color schemes are brighter, and the shape comes with a golden translucical bio visor that takes their face. It replaces the Golden Shape and has a huge amount of ki, which is on par with the Golden Cooler, Awakened, Demon, and White Namekian. Color Scheme (Bio Suit) (Bio Suit)
(aura) (aura) Statistics Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Mele Damage Melee Resistance Ki Speed +0 +0 +0 +250 +350 +250 +250 +250 +300 Prestige Forms Fifth Form Unlocked at Level 175, Prestige 1, for 25,000 Zeni. Notes Fifth form, alternatively known as Cooler Form, is the first prestige form (and overall the sixth
transformation) the player can unlock. Low Ki Drainage for 2 seconds after hit G to transform. As a second and third form, fifth form form the size of the player's body. The player receives four large horns that protrude and spread from their head, a bio visor that passes through their mouths, a dark blue aura and glowing
red eyes. It replaces The Final Form and comes with a huge amount of ki, the same as Perfect Golden Form, which can be beneficial for players who travel their way after the pre-determination. Color scheme (aura) (eye color) Statistics Health Max Ki Max Melee Damage Ki Melee Resistance Ki Resistance Speed +0 +0
+120 +170 +120 +120 +120 +120 +160 Golden Cooler Unlocked at level 425, prestige 2, for 400,000 Zeni. Notes Golden Cooler is the second prestige form (and overall the seventh and final transformation) the player can unlock. Minimum-low Ki Drain Hit H for transforming Player appears similar to Fifth form; However,
bio Suit and aura take on a bright golden tan. Again gives the player an increase in body size, and again gives the player a huge storage space of ki, similar to that of Perfect Golden Form's. Finally, it replaces the Golden Form and the perfect golden form. Color Scheme (Bio Suit) (Aura) Statistics Health Max Ki Max
Melee Damage Ki Melee Resistance Ki Sustainability Speed +0 +350 +500 +350 +350 +350 +350 +400 Interrau and Interracial Combat Ratings in PvE Please note that: OPPONENTD RATINGS AND PREDICTIONS OR DISADVANTAGED? DESCRIPTION Saiyan Saiyan Mostly disadvantaged Saiyan have incredibly
low baseline statistics still powerful forms, while Frieza Klansmen have fair baseline statistics but still missible forms. Human advantages Friesa clans have a huge amount of ki max, while humans have a decent ki max. However, forms of humans can somewhat strike frieza klansmen, given the stat boost difference.
Namekian Namekian Mostly disadvantaged Frieza Klansman Ki Max are slightly lower than those of Namekians', which means that both will endure in long battles Ki Max wise. However, due to the name possessing the second largest database of statistics in the game and Frieza Klansman with lower defensive
properties, this will automatically make the former more likely to benefit. Frieza Frieza Race both have a relatively enduring Ki Max, and a huge Ki Damage and Speed. Android Android disadvantaged A Friesa clanstag of Friesa would rather take advantage of android opponent, because how much Ki Max and health
Max android recovers from energy absorption depends on opponent Ki Damage. Moreover, Androids have the most basic statistics of all other races, which will easily give them surpass. Also, level 600 Android in basic form will have the same statistics as level 600 Frieza clansman using Perfect Golden Form. Majine
Majin Mostly advantages Frieze speed can compete with that of the unstable Majin, and although the Magins have great defensive capabilities, they also have drastically less Max from The Friesa Clansman, which logically indicates that Friesa clansman is unlikely to have enough Ki to surpass Magin's defense. Giren
Güren's race takes advantage of Ki Damage, Damage, Friesa clansmen are specialized, is the Achilles heel of The Girren Race. That's why, if the Frieze clan endures long enough against a member of the Jiren Race, he said, the exes could face a big advantage against what they say. In PvP Please note that: RATINGS
AND PREDICTIONS OPPONENT ADVANTAGE OR DISADVANTAGED? DESCRIPTION Saiyan Saiyan Mostly disadvantaged Saiyan have incredibly low baseline statistics still powerful forms, while Frieza Klansmen have fair baseline statistics but still missible forms. However, the forms of Kaiuken of humans can
easily conquer the Friesa clansman, given that Kaioken specializes in disability, while Friesa clans do not have protective abilities. Namekian Namekian The most often disadvantaged Friesa clans Ki Max are second in that of the Immans, which means that both will endure in long battles Ki Max wise. However, due to the
name possessing the second largest base statistics in the game, this will automatically make them more likely to benefit. Frieza Frieza Race both have a relatively enduring Ki Max, and a huge Ki Damage and Speed. Android Android Advantaged Android energy absorption is practically useless in PvP, leaving them only
with energy recovery, which requires them to remain stationary. This gives Friesa clansman the perfect opportunity to gain an advantage. Majin Meijin Mostly benefits A Friesa klansman speed can compete with that of unstable magin magin. Although the Magins have great defensive abilities, they also have dramatically
less Ki Max than Frieza Klansman, which logically shows that Frieza Klansman would barely have enough Ki Max to conquer Majin's defense. Jiren Jiren race stagnant members of the jiren race are practically vulnerable to Ki Damage, in which friesa clans specialize. That's why, if the Frieze clan endures long enough
against a member of the Jiren Race, he said, the exes could face a big advantage against what they say. Pros higher increases in Ki damage and speed than their other statistics in their transformations. This means that Friesa clansmen tend to be more nimble in their transformations. High Ki Max, having the second
highest of all races. Unique, ki-based style of play that can even be fun to experiment with. Easily has the most unique shapes for design. Disadvantages low defense capabilities, automatic making Frieza klansman considered glass cannons. Their prestige 1 form is quite slow due to the fact that it is not of the right form
at a high level. They can have an incredibly difficult time to make a Tournament of Power, a Real Tournament of Power, and in Dimensional Rift, due to ki damage of NPCCs, each of which automatically disappears all ki moves. Due to the red beans and jars (from around 23 November 2019), their effective damage is
severely the shape and pinch of the golden cooler shape in the ground, reducing the ease of avoidance and movement. Unfortunately, the Frieza race is considered the weakest race since their maximum form gives the least statistics boost. They also get one point at each level every 2 levels, parallel to majini, azvins,
girens and people, so they are wiser, disadvantaged. And while sayans have a terrible database of statistics, their shapes stand out. Androids also have extreme statistics, allowing them to overtake Friesa. Bugs Tail has its own pattern, which means it is easy for Frieza Race players to get on the ground when on foot.
Sometimes, when charged, Frieza Race players skate aside from curiosity at the 500 Frieza Race level without prestige statistics would be a combined maximum of 2252 points. Added on top of Perfect Golden Form, +250 in all areas except Speed, which is +300 and Ki Damage, which is +350, makes it 3652. Frieza
Race members can equip in-game torso attire over their Final, Peta, and Golden Shapes, as simply equipping the desired suit as it transforms. Frieza Race has the most physical changes in their shapes, ranging from your tail, height, head and body. Frieza Race does not have an official name and can only be called
Frieza Race. Other media (such as Dragon Ball Fusions) refer to race as Frieza, Frost Demons, and/or aliens. In malaysian oak of Dragon Ball Z: Cooler's Revenge, the competition is called Glaeris, which is most likely a game of the word glacier. [5] Numerous Dragon Ball Z fans call the Arcosians race (sometimes
mistaken as Akrosian). However, it has been confirmed that the Friesa Clans and The Arkusians are completely different races. [8] The frieza race is the honor of being the race with the second-highest Ki Max, along with Names. Before in the final stand of Dragon Ball Z, the perfect golden shape was called Advanced
Gold Shape. The differences between Frieza Race in the anime and the game include: A strait frieze that members of his race can survive wounds, no matter how fatal. [5] However, frieze clans have no protective abilities. In some media, it is implied that the queues of Frieza Race members can be consumed to gain
more power. [5] This feature was omitted in the game. Unlike the game, Frieza Race dramatically varies in size and skin color. Gallery Add a photo to this Gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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